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AGUILA PRE-OPERATIONS PLAN

by

David Simons, Morris Pongratz, Melvin Duran, and Guy Barasch

ABSTRACT

Aguila, a small-rocket experiment addressing the
structuring of ionospheric plasmas, is described. A
Terrier-Maiemute two-stage rocket will be launched
approximately north from Kauai Test Facility after
sunset between October 8 and October 21, 1979, univer-
sal time. Aguila will deposit three barium clouds:
before apogee at about 360 and 520 km, and just after
apogee at 560 km. These clouds will be photoionized by
the sun and observed using intensified-camera and tele-
vision systems and photometers that are sensitive to
barium line radiations. These observations will be
made from ground stations on Mt. Haleakala, Maui, and
at the launch site. Each cloud's striation time and
subsequent behavior will elucidate mechanisms believed
to drive ionospheric-plasma morphology.

INTRODUCTION

Operation Aguila (Eagle), a single-rocket barium-release experiment being
conducted jointly by LASL and SLA, will study what may be the dominant mechan-
ism in prompt structuring of upper-atmospheric plasmas (striations) produced
by high-altitude nuclear bursts. Striated plasmas degrade radio propagation
between surface or airborne terminals and satellite-borne communications
links; depending on rf frequency, the degradations can be wide-spread and
long-lasting. A quantitative description of the formation, evolution, and
decay of nuclear-explosion-induCed striations is a fundamental prerequisite
for the performance evaluation o
communications command, control,

both existing and future sate!lite-to-ground
and intelligence (C3I) links.



During Fishbowl, the 1962 series of,, high-altitude nucTear tests, the
nuclear-induced plasmas striated within a short time after--the detonations;
Since 1962, only LASL's ̂ shaped-charge barium experiments and the CAMEO series
have, succeeded in forming prompt striations in the ionosphere. Our theoreti-
cal research strongly suggests that these striations simulate high-altitude
nucjear-explosion-induced striations. In spite of the empirical evidence,
relatively little research has been, devoted to a theoretical explanation of
prompt, structure, and the effects' of prompt structure on communication*: sys-
tems have not been extensively evaluated. Consequently, descriptions of
prompt; striatipns and their effects have not been available to sateliite-
communicatfons-equipment designers.

The early-time effects of *nuclear-induced plasmas over the UHF spectrum
are so severe that details °of the-pi asma behavior during the first few minutes
following a burst have been of. little concern to the satellite-system commun-
ity. Also, it has not been widely appreciated that formation of prompt stria-
tions at high altitudes accelerates the entire process of formation of pflasma
structure and its final decay, which changes the space-time volume substan-
tially. ' °

New satellite communications systems are being planned and implemented.
They will require more extensive knowledge than now exists regarding early
striation formation and subsequent evolution. These communications systems
differ from present ones in that they will use higher frequencies and will
have modulation/demodulation schemes designed to mitigate against nuclear
effects. These differences reduce degradations by nuclear plasmas, thereby
reducing the j volume and duration over which communications degradations are
induced. The reduced duration of effects places great significance on early
plasma structure and its evolution.

Prompt striation formation in ionospheric plasma clouds apparently results
from a peaked^ distribution in the component of ion velocity perpendicular to
the geomagnetic field. In the nuclear case, debris ions large distances from

the burst havfe highly pQeaked velocity distributions, which excite instabili-
I! • * - ii " ' •"ties. Only barium releases with, â  peaked perpendicular velocity distribution

have been observed to form prompt striations. These releases include all the
LASL shaped-charge experiments jthat were released with a significant perpen-
dicular velocity component. Prbinpt striations also occurred in the thermite-



release experiment, CAMEO (conducted by NASA), where the release velocity in-
cluded an orbital vehicle velocity of 7 km/s perpendicular to the geomagnetic
field. ' _ ' ' " ; ' " •' / - °"" „ _ ;

Thermite releases conducted near apo°gee in small-rocket experiments are
thought not to form prompt striations, but to striate slowly by the gradient
drift instability. This is surely true for release altitudes below 300 km,
where the high rate of collisions promptly thermalizes any directed ion velo-
cities. Previously, thermite releases (other than CAMEO) conducted above
300 km, where collisions are relatively unimportant, have not been diagnosed
adequately to detect prompt striations, if present. It was inferred indirectly
that prompt striations occurred on the NASA-MPE barium release at 5 RE.

The prompt striations that; appear in ionospheric plasmas having peaked
perpendicular-velocity distributions are predicted by Simons and Pongratz to
arise from saturation of a linear plasma instability called the drift cyclo-
tron loss tone (DCLC). The linear DCLC theory, predicts high instability
growth rates corresponding to the prompt onset of striations for the nuclear
case, perpendicular shaped-charge bari,!um experiments, and CAMEO. The linear

iitheory also predicts that the onset iof prompt striation production should
occur for certain thermite releases above 300 km if additional vehicle veloci-
ties perpendicular to the field from I to 2 km/s are present. Such releases
would be equivalent to CAMEO, but at suborbital velocities.

Aguila's primary objective is to test these DCLC theory predictions by
optically investigating prompt striation production for0three ban urn-thermite
releases from a moving vehicle. Perpendicular velocities for two of the
releases will be in the range of 1 to 2 km/s, where DCLC onset is predicted;
one release will be conducted at a low vehicle velocity. The measured stria-
tion onset times will be compared to DCLC predictions; these times can be
contrasted with predictions by gradient-drift instability theory for the
Aguila cloud parameters. A summary of DCLC theory and its application to the
Aguila clouds are given in the Appendix.

The DCLC theory also predicts enhanced production of suprathermal elec-
trons, leading to enhanced oxygen airgijlow emission. Therefore, Aguila obser-

» • ivations will include airgiow measurements.

The parameters characterizing the p"lasma during the linear DCLC instabili-
ty do not necessarily characterize the plasma as the instability approaches
saturation. It is in the near-saturation regime that the macroscopic struc-
ture actually evolves in the plasma. The evolution of the plasma cloud is



ultimately controlled by properties of the system such as total available

energy, wave and particle convection, and turbulence,saturation. These pro-

perties cannot be included in a linear theory. Aguila has been designed to

study the formation of prompt structure specifically in terms of the physical

parameters describing the linear DCLC theory. By diagnosing striation onset

time, initial structure size, and extent of electron heating as a function of

initial cloud parameters and structure, size, we will extend our understanding

into the area of nonlinear development'.

Once striated, the Aguila clouds may: evolve to finer structure via

gradient drift; "freeze in" at some stage of development; or, if the neutral

wind coupling to the clouds is very weak, diffuse away. We will follow the

later-time evolution of the ion clouds as a secondary objective.

EXPERIMENT
i

Rocket Trajectory !>'

In cooperation with Sandia and Thijokol, we are designing a rocket payload
that wi l l be carried aboard a Terrier4fMalemute sounding rocket to be launched
from the Kauai Test Facil i ty. The rocket wi l l f ly north close to the magnetic
meridian and wi l l deploy three barium-ion clouds via thermite injection (cu-
pric-oxide/barium thermite). The cljjouds wi l l be deployed at approximately
350-, 520-, and 560-km altitude, respectively. These injection altitudes are
high enough to ensure essentially collision-free evolution of the plasma
clouds. The velocity of the rocket 'transverse to the magnetic f ie ld will be
different for each of the three injections. Each cloud fal ls into a different
portion of the DCLC linear-parameter!regime and has a considerably different
amount of free energy available to feed this instabi l i ty. The cloud at 350 km
has the highest perpendicular velocity, is the most unstable, and should
structure most rapidly. The cloud ait 520 km has an intermediate velocity, is

• ! 1
somewhat less stable, and should (eqliiire a longer time to striate. The cloud
at 560 km has a very small perpjendicuiar velocity, is only marginally un-
stable, and probably wil l not form any prompt structure. This cloud may
eventually striate by 'gradient d r i f t , ' but on a much longer time scale (on
the order of many hours).



In Fig. 1, we show a samplê  trajectory for the Terrier-Maiemute projected
into a north-vertical plane. The three injections with their times relative
to l i f t - o f f are indicated. Although the/final trajectory may differ somewhat
as a result of further calculations, Fig. 1 wi l l represent oiir model trajec-
tory for al l the calculations contained in this "report. Very similar results
have been obtained using a variety of l ike trajectories, so we do not antici-
pate any radical departures from the predictions discussed here.
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Barium-Thermite Pay "load
The payioad stage of the Terrier-Malemute rocket will be 16" in diameter

and 18" in length, housing three cylindrical thermite canisters. Each canis-
ter will have one 120° nozzle pointing radially outward, spaced at 120° inter-
vals around the circumference of thepayload. The characteristics of the

thermite injection were provided to us in discussions with G. Alford of Thip-
2

kol and J. Heppner of NASA/Goddard, a NASA document, and an article by K. W.
Michel.3

The barium-thermite canister contains cupric-oxide, barium metal, and
argon gas. The temperature in the vessel reaches about 3200 K at slightly
less than 700-psi pressure. Microparticies of barium metal, BaO, copper, and
argon are expelled from the nozzle as a mist. These particles evaporate
rapidly, leading to rapidly cooling microparticies and an expanding gas of
atomic barium. During the fraction of a second that the process is collision-
dominated, directed energy is imparted to the neutral barium gas, resulting in
a 180° expanding shell of barium atoms. The shell has a velocity of about
1 km/s and a velocity spread of about 0.5 km/s. This velocity distribution is
well-represented by

f(v) a v exp[- 2

where v0 = 1 km/s and

(1)

4
Haerendel et al discuss the physics of= 0.5 km/s.

the formation of this shell.
The canisters, containing 8 kg of barium metal, require about 1 to 1.5 s

to exhaust the barium vapor completely. During this time, the payload section
will rotate at least 5 times- The combined effect of the rotation and the
exhaust period will lead to a nearly isotropic neutral barium shell-like cloud
expanding around the rocket's center of mass motion. Because the thermite
process is about 8% efficient, eiich cloud will initially contain some 2*8

on
x 10^ barium atoms. !

Velocity Distribution
The low injection velocity of

tfon will enable us to vary the
arium vapor resulting from thermite injec-
total injection velocity of three barium



clouds over a range appropriate to the testing of the DCLC prompt striatiqn
mechanism. LASL has employed thermite injection in the past,5 but we add
controlled use of the vehicle velocity in Aguila to obtain three different
cross-field injection velocities. This will extend the investigation of
prompt striations into the threshold-velocity region of 1-km/s injection
velocities.

Optical Diagnostics
The barium clouds v.ill be optically diagnosed from two ground stations: a

primary station located on top of Mt. Haleakala, and a smaller station located
at the Barnyard in Kauai. Because all three barium clouds will be spatially
separated when viewed from Mt. Haleakala, this station will be the most heavi-
ly instrumented. Figure 2 is a theoretical determination of the spatial
extent of the barium clouds at a time 30-s after the release of the third
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event. I t is, a display of the integrated,sl,ine-oT-sight° column density of
barium ions as seen from Mt." Hallakala. a All three events are adequately
separated in the f ie ld of view. The small station at the Kauai Barnyard wi l l
provide auxiliary views of the clouds, with^considerable obstruction of Clouds
I I and I I I by Cloud I . >

Both stations wi l l be instrumented to determine: (1) the neutral barium
velocity distribution,' (2) the distribution and structure of barium ions, (3)'
the spatial extent and degree of electron heating,,, and (4) neutral winds. (The
instrumentation wil l chiefly consist of intensified cameras f i l tered for
neutral- and ionized-barium resonance fluorescence and for airglow from the
excitedCiground states of oxygen. , The fi lm cameras wil l be supplemented by
intensified television cameras (for pointing and documentation) ,and_ photo-^
meters.

The Maui station instrument plan is given as Table I . Three trackers are
specified, each mounting narrow-field instruments to be,pointed at one cfoud
at a time. All trackers wi l l be pointed at the f i r s t event; two of them wi l l
subsequently be moved to record Event-Two^ and two of them wil l again be moved
to record Event t i l . The scheduleo of these moves is given in Table I I . In
addition to the three trackers, there wi l l be one fixed mount containing wide-
f ield instrumentation for backup multi-cloud recording. "

The Kauai station instrument plan isogiven in Table I I I . One tracker wi l l
carry the narrow-field instrumentation and wil l be pointed toward each of Jjie
three events in turn. Primary emphasis wi l l be placed on Event I since Events
I I and I I I wi l l be partially obscured by the Event-I ion cloud.

j .

Launch Window

These requirements will determine launch time: evening; solar depression

angle, and a moonless sky. j

Evening - The requirement for Aguila to be an evening launch derives from

our fundamental need to distinguish between DCLC-driven striations and gradi-

ent-drift driven striations. Thisj distinction will be based on time-to-bnset

of the striations. DCLC is fast; therefore we must choose conditions that

will slow gradient-drift striation formation. Gradient-drift formation will

be slower in the evening (when Pederson conductivities of the ionosphere are

relatively high) than in the morning.

8



TABLE I

INSTRUMENT PLAN

CAMERA*

Type

-ISIT

MICA

ICA

CA

—

ISIT

MICA

«ICA

S/N

N\\SS

1

802

804

500

2

801

808

' W

INTENS.

(***)S/N

2

128601c

—

,7

1

1211

126603

FILTER

X

4554

5854

6142

4554

4554

5854

6142

4554

S/N

5-75-2 \-

3-75-8

5-75-3

4-72-3

LENS

F.L.

(ran)

5-120

2500

400

150

15-1.20

2500

400

150

•7

Aper.

1.3

14

1.8

1.8

1.3

14

1.8

=1.8

F.O.V.

(H/V)

6.1/4.6 46/35

5/3.6

6.1/4.6 46/35

5/3.6

13/9.5

S/N

730444

6-062

730225

6-065

70755

Exposures

Seq.

No.

FILM

Type

-VIDEO

TRI-X

TRI-X

TRI-X

VIDEO

TRI-X

TRI-X

TRI-X

Emul.

No.

TAPF

TAPE

-

Size

(mm)

35

35

35

35

35

35

Length

(ft)

100

100

100

100

100

100

*

PeYf.

No.

CAMERA

Position

T-l

T-l

T-l

T-l

T-2o

T-?

T-2

T-2

No. Start Time

EXPOSURE

Exposure

- • / ~

SEQUENCE K1"

No. Starfo Time f Exposure

NOTES I

•Unless otherwise noted, a l l camera systems record universal time,

" Ind icate with an arrow the orientation of the data chamber.

" • I n d i c a t e the phosphor color, B«blue, G«green.

Preparedcby
7/24/79 -

Station,

Event .

Maul
Aguila-

Event Date.



TABLE.I (continued)

INSTRUMENT PLAN

NO. Start

\.\

\\

Time

EXPOSURE

Exposure

r

SEQUENCE

No. Start Time Exposure =>

f

630QI. 5577*. S754«
NOTES

CAMERA*

Type

-10

MICA c

ICA

ICA

ICA

Photo-

10

ICA ,

ICA

ICA

CA

CA

Canon

S/N

1

803

805,

502

503 l

Tin

2

504

505

506

507

INTENS.

(•«)S/N

. . .

3

6608

1507

.791

i —

1388

8600

8603

. . .

FILTER

X

4554

5854

5854

5535

6300

(1)

4554

6142

5535

6300

5535

4554

S/N

4-72-1

6"

4-75-3

6-72-1c

5558 1-68

5558, 3-68

3-75-6

LENS

F.L.-

Xm)

150-300

1250

203

150

76

. . .

105

50

50

50

50

50,

50

Aper .

4.5

10

1.5

1.8

0.87

0.75-

o 0.95

0.95

0.95.

0.95

1.4

F.O.V.

(H/V)

1.6/1.2

9.8/7

13/9.5

25/18 =

35/27

35/27 „ ::

35/27

35/27"

- S/N

277222

2141

67113

451

°

c,

100688 -

104584

25472

259.51

Exrosve

Seq.

1(0.

%

V::EO|

TRI-X

TRI-X

TRI-X

TRI-X

v i s i t

"VIDEO

TRt-X

fRl-X
o -

TRI-X

TRI-X

TRI-X

Kodacolor
4G0

E-u?.

V?.

TAPE "

c ! ^

Lerjth

35 \v

ferr .

No.

35 | -:•: !

3RDER:'FM

TAPE

35

HECOROE

' • ' - , *

c -

35

!

100

\ 100

100

100

100;,

36 exp.

•-
. , . .

" • ' ' • }

: • }

i-3\

T-3

T-J

GORDON

^ W R B O k

GORDON

GOROCW

GORDON a

GORDON

G0R60N :
 :i-

•Unless otherwise noted, *11 c»mer« systems record universsl time.

"Indicate with »n arrow the orientation of the dat* chamber.

"•Indicate the phosphor color, B-blue, G-green.o „

Prepared by

.Station.

*"""*

Event Date



TABLE II

PRELIMINARY.-TRACKING PLAN - MAUI ••

" " if

':.'••"<':» ' Event I V .Eye_nt_U' '. Event III

r ' . ,{

Tracker I 0-430,590-« = _°__ J v 450-570

Tracker I I O-23G * 250-» .;•" - - -

Tracker I I I 0-230 s f2$6-430 * 450—

(;Times after 1 i f t -of f )

Event I is 149 s after liftoff

Event II is 264 s after liftoff ;

Event III is 460 s after liftoff

Gradient drift growth rates for the Aguila cloud^parameters are derived as

follows: The' linear theory of the gradient drift instability at high alti-

tudes yields the relationship5'7 °

YGD

where YQD 1S the linear growth rate, v ^ is the ion0neutral-colffsion frequen-

cy, e is the inverse gradient scale length, cE/B is the neutral wind velocityi

and (Epg/Epr.) is the ratio of the integrated background Pederse'n conductivity

to the integrated cloud conductivity. At sunset, the integrated ionospheric

Pedersen conductivity is about 9 x 10 1 1 electrostatic units, while at sunrise

it is about 3 x 10 1 0. This is a factor of 30 difference in the ratio of

integrated conductivity. Other gradient drift parameters tim given in

Table IV.

To be conservative, we assume a large neutral wind velocity of 200 m/s.

Table V gives the resulting gradient-drift growth rates, YQD» ^Or evening and

morning ionospheres. The lowest event would require 3 to 6 minutes to striate

in the morning, but will require fronh~40 minutes to more than an hour in the

evening. The evening window is tlearly superior for this event. It is of no

n



TABLE III

INSTRUMENT PLAN

CAMERA*

Type

^ ^

-ISIT

ICA

1CA

CA
Canon
(Fl)

Photo-
-meter—

Canon
(IF1)

1 S/N

\ ^
RCA

800

508

509

Prit- ,-
chard";

INTENS.

(**')S/N

—

1174

U57

FILTER

X

4554

6142

m
4554

S/N

3-75-12

3-75-11

LENS

F.L.

(mm)

RCA ZOOM

400

50

50

50

50

Aper.

1.8

0.95

0,95

1.4

1.4

F.O.V.

(H/V)

5/3.6

35/27

35/27

35/27

S/N

6-066

26033

,718667 ..

Exposure

Seq.

No.

FILM

Type

^ ^

VIDEO

TRI-X

TRI-X

TRI-X

Kcdacolor
40.0,

TRI-X

En-u l .

No.

TAPE

Size

(TOT)

35

35

35

35

35

Length

(ft)

100

WO

100

36 exp.

250 exp.

Perf.

No.;

CAV[RA

Position

Elephant

Elephant

Elephant ,

Elephant

Elephant i

• Elephant

Elephant '

I

•

(1) 5535# 25 %, Not num., 4554# 3-75-5

NO. S t a r t Time

EXPOSURI

Exposure

SEQUENCE

No. S t a r t Time Exposure

NOTES

(2) 55351 2, 4554^ 3-75-7

•Unless otherwise noted, all camera systems record universal time.
"Indicate with an arrow the orientation of the data chamber.
•"Indicate the phosphor color, B-blue, G-green.

Prepared by

Kaual

Event
Event Date



Event I

Event II

Event III

3.5 x 10-2

3.3 x 10"^

2.0 x 10"3

TABLE IV

G-D PARAMETERS

E, per km

1.7 x 10~2

2.2 x 10"2

3.6 x 10"2

3.63 x 10 1 0

2.26 x 109

1.45 x 109

great advantage for Events II and III because the striation times in both

morning and evening are sufficiently long.

It has been suggested that, rather than the neutral wind velocity, one

should use the injection velocity, vQ, in Eq. (2) to calculate the growth

rate. Taking 3 km/s for Event I yields a growth time of 10 minutes in the

evening ionosphere; however, this would require that the fast neutral barium

be present for 10 minutes to provide this effective neutral wind, whereas

essentially all the fast neutral barium is gone within one minute. Under

these circumstances, we feel the (background) neutral wind velocity is the

appropriate parameter in Eq, (2).

Solar depression angle - The sun must be high enough that the events will

be illuminated by solar ultraviolet, but low enough that the sky brightness is

quite small at event time.

TABLE V

G-D GROWTH RATES

Event I
Event II
Event III

Evening

4.2 x iO"4/s
9.5 x i0"6/s
6.1 x 0"6/s

Morning

6.0 x 10"3/s

2.7 x 10"4/s

1.8 x 10"4/s

13
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According to Pongratz and Je f f r ies , the al t i tude of the UV terminator is

" 4 0 km above the al t i tude of the v is ib le terminator, and the al t i tude of the

v is ib le terminator may be well-approximated by Hy (km) = [a (degrees)] , where

Uy is the v is ib le terminator a l t i tude and a is the solar depression angle.

The Event-I a l t i tude, 360 km, w i l l therefore be il luminated unt i l the solar-

depression angle reaches 18°.

The sky brightness is suf f ic ient ly low by 12° solar-depression angle to

permit good observation at a l l lines in the v is ib le . Figure 3 gives a value
1 1 ? 9

of 10 W/cm sr nm at 455.4 nm. We therefore choose to executeEvent I at a

time when the solar depression angle is not less than 12°.

The Event-I ion cloud (360 km) w i l l sink due to grav i ty , even while the

v is ib le terminator is r i s i ng . Thus, Event I w i l l probably be observable for

only 20 minutes. To keep from shortening Event-I observation time very dras-

t i c a l l y , we w i l l not launch more than 10 minutes after the ear l ies t launch

time given above. Therefore, the launch window for each night w i l l be 10-

minutes long.

Event I I I (560 km) w i l l also sink due to grav i ty , but because of i t s

higher a l t i t ude , i t w i l l be observable un t i l about 20° solar depression angle.

J m o o n m u s t be below the horizon for solar-depression

angles between 12 and 20°, due to the previous requirements. From Fig. 4, a

plot of moon rise and set times vs date, we can define the dates during Octo-

ber with satisfactory lunar conditions.

The f i r s t day in October that moon-rise is after 24° solar-depression

angle is October 8 (UT). Note that October 8 (UT) represents Sunday evening,

October 7, local time. We are considering an automatic 24-hr delay to avoid

the holiday. The last day in October that the moon sets pr ior to 12° solar-

depression angle is October 21 (UT).

OPERATIONS

Personnel

Aguila personnel and their tasks are summarized in Fig. 5.

14
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L M Dunca
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n, Manager

P R Borrego
L B Sprous*
J H Wolcott

Fig. 5.

Schedule
Aguila will be prepared for field readiness for the launch window of

October 8 through 21, 1979 (universal time; corresponds to the evenings of
October 7 through 20, 1979, Kauai local time). To achieve readiness, LASL
personnel will deploy by September 24, 1979. The LASL Test Director will
reach Kauai by September 20. Other dates are summarized in the Aguila sche-
dule of Fig. 6. Of particular importance are the dry-run weeks, August 13
through 17 (Los Alamos) and October 1 through 6 (in the field). These exer-
cises are essential to develop facility with the complex equipment and tracker
repointing.
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Communications
The communications plan is summarized in Fig. 7. Two nets are of primary

importance: the hard-wire net from Aguila control, KTF, to Maui; and the
event-point predictor telephone line to Maui.

Logistics Support
Logistics support is presently being handled by J-l. Requests for in-the-

field support by Sandia and Holmes and Narver will be made through DoE/PASO.

Weather Information

LASL will operate a satellite-picture weather receiver somewhere at

PMR/KTF. LASL will also consult daily with NOAA/Honolulu weather experts.

Plans are being firmed up jointly'(J-l, LASL; Canute, SLA).



AGUILA COMMUNICATIONS

PRIME NET: HARD WIRE

LASL TEST DIRECTOR
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APPENDIX

THE DCLC THEORY

The DCLC theory is central to the conceptual izat ion of Agui la. We w i l l ,

therefore , provide a f a i r l y deta i led presentation in th is Appendix. A com-

plete descr ipt ion of the theory is contained in papers by Simons and Pongratz

and Simons et a l . We w i l l discuss each parameter that characterizes the

l i nea r i n s t a b i l i t y and explain i t s physical s ign i f icances. In add i t i on , we

w i l l introduce two parameters that may characterize the nonlinear evolut ion of

the DCLC i n s t a b i l i t y .

The theory assumes that an an isot rop ic , low-0 plasma is i n i t i a l l y confined

in a magnetic f i e l d . This plasma has spat ia l density gradients and the speci-

f i c anisotropy is a peak in the perpendicular ve loc i ty d i s t r i b u t i o n resu l t ing

from c ross - f i e l d i n j ec t i on of neutral barium atoms that photoioni'ze and become

trapped in the magnetic f i e l d . The density gradient is characterized by a

local density scale length , ea, defined by

e = — Vr, , (A-l)a n aa

where na is the plasma density of charged-particle species a (in this case,

barium ions and electrons).

A low-3 plasma with density gradients is confined in a magnetic f ield by

diamagnetic drif ts that result in v x £ forces that balance pressure gradients

arising from the variation in density. The diamagnetic dr i f t is a direct

result of density gradient and particle cyclotron motion interplay. The

diamagnetic d r i f t is given by

v n = O H - <v2 > , (A-2)
Da ctt i a

a -i-

where aa is the cyclotron frequency of species a, and <v± a> i*s the average

velocity of species a perpendicular | to the magnetic f ie ld . Equation (A-2)

shows that the diamagnetic dr i f t velocity may be greatly enhanced by a peaked
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Fig. A-l
Peaked velocity distribution for 6 = 5 , scaled in terms of the peak velocity,

V

perpendicular velocity distribution oi|er a Maxwellian velocity distribution of
similar temperature.

The peaked velocity distribution

given by the relation

20
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f ( v ) = 6 V exp 5 , (A-3)

where we have introduced three more parameters of the DCLC theory: v0 , the

characterist ic velocity of the peak; vy, the rms velocity spread of the peak;

and 6, the rat io of vQ to v j . The parameter A(6) is a normalization parameter

given by

A(6) = \ (1 + 62)[1 + expfy^g-)] + 6 exp(- j-) . (A-4)

The low-3 plasma supports a large variety of electrostatic waves that are
always present at a low energy density, characteristic of thermal fluctua-
tions- The various dispersion relationships that relate the frequency, to; the
wave number, <; and the damping decrement, y strongly depend on the plasma
composition and geometry. Electrostatic waves that propagate parallel to the
diamagnetic drifts Vpa and approximately satisfy the resonance condi-
tion a) - JvD = 0 will absorb energy from the .drift motion. As this energy is
absorbed, the waves grow in amplitude, leading to an enhanced level of charge
density fluctuations. Simultaneously, the diamagnetic drift velocity must
decrease, leading to a cross-magnetic-field reconfiguration of the plasma.
The determination of the readjustment of drift velocities, cross-field recon-
figuration, and eventual wave amplitude saturation and convection requires a
complete solution of the nonlinear kinetic equations in a complex geometry.
It is not possible to obtain such a solution generally, even with high-speed
computing techniques. This is why we need experiments like Aguila.

The linearized first-order equations for the DCLC predict the frequency
and wave number regime of the most unstable waves for various selections of E,
vQ, VJ, 6, and nn-. The wavelength x m a x = 2Tr/Kmax, where K m a x is the wavenum-
ber associated with the most unstable Wave at u^ax and Ymax»

 1S assumed to be
the characteristic scale of the initiajil prompt striations. We introduce one
other parameter that proves to be a useful length scale in this problem, that
is p0, the gyroradius of a barium ion with velocity vQ:
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Table A-I summarizes the various DCLC parameters.
Figure A-2 shows the relationship of ymax

 and 6 for a particular value c,
chosen because it characterizes the three plasma clouds to be produced during
Aguila.

As indicated, the linear theory does not contain any parameters that will
truly predict the onset of striations, so we have developed two parameters
from ad hoc physical arguments. (The linear parameters will only predict when
conditions are correct for the initiation of instability.) If the wave spec-
trum saturates at too low an energy level due to an insufficient source of
free energy, or if wave energy convects too rapidly out of the interaction
region, striations will not develop. We have defined the free energy ef and
the convection loss rate, T^. ef is the total energy in particle motion
perpendicular to the magnetic field minus the effective perpendicular thermal
energy:

TABLE A-1

DCLC PARAMETERS

to = frequency of flute mode electrostatic waves

K = wavenumber of electrostatic waves

Y = exponential growth rate of wave amplitude

E = density scale length of barium cloud

v0 E characteristic velocity of the perpendicular velocity distribution

vT = rms velocity width of the perpendicular velocity distribution

• H V V T |
p0 = ion gyroradius of barium ion at velocity v0

S2j E barium gyrofrequency v
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Taking et to be the spectral energy density of electrostatic waves at

wavenumber k, we define the rate of loss of ek out of the system by

de
- = " ek / Tk > (A-7)
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with (l/r^} (Vq^/L), where vQ^ is the group velocity of a wave at wavenumber

k and L is a characteristic size of the system perpendicular to the magnetic

field. Equation (A-7) simply states that energy is carried out of the system

at the group velocity in the time required to traverse the system.

The electrostatic waves that grow in amplitude and eventually cause the

restructuring of the plasma density are readily absorbed by electrons in the

high-energy tail of the Maxwellian distribution. Because of the small number
rof these electrons, they do not seriously interfere with the instability

development, but they do lead to an excellant indirect diagnostic of the level

of spectral energy density attained by the electrostatic waves. The electrons

in the enhanced supra thermal tail of the velocity distribution will, through

collisions, excite the various molecular and atomic species that form the

background ionosphere. Above 300 km, the dominant species is atomic oxygen

with the ground state transitions 3P - ^(2.0 eV) and 3P + XS(4.2 eV). The XS

> *D transition is at 557.7 nm and the *D + 3P is at 630.0 nm. The amount and

extent of 630.0 nm and 557.7 nm will be a measure of the intensity of electro-

static waves and should give us a measure of the wave convection as well.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE THREE RELEASES DURING AGUILA

Here we will explain how we estimated the various parameters character-

izing the three barium releases in terms of the DCLC instability. Our esti-

mates can only be made in an order-of-magnitude manner because the injection

process is very complex, involving photoionization, magnetic trapping, adia-

batic motion of the trapped ions, and eventual electrodynamic interactions of

the plasma.

Spatial Extent and Gradient Scale Sizes

The spatial extent of the barium plasma is determined by interaction of

the photoionization of barium atoms and rapid expansion of the neutral

cloud. Assuming .that, when created, a barium ion immediately becomes trapped

in the magnetic field, we are led to the conclusion that the greatest ion

density exists where the cloud is ini

falls off very rapidly as the cloud ex
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neutral barium is essentially co l l is ion less, i t w i l l travel unt i l i t is photo-

ionized. This conclusion is complicated by the free motion of the trapped ion

along the magnetic f i e ld arid away from the region of the ion's creation.

Figure A-3 is a compilation of empirical data on barium injections with 1-km/s

characterist ic inject ion veloci t ies. Above 350 km, the half width of the

cloud is essentially the 1-km/s inject ion velocity times the 20-s photoioni-

zation time of the barium neutrals. We compare this with a simple analytical

model of the expansion; the results are shown in Fig. A-4 for dimensions

perpendicular to the magnetic f i e l d . Using a model suggested by Haerendel, et

a l , take N j ( r , t ) to be the density of ions, NB0 the total number of barium

atoms, T the photoionization time of barium neutrals, and f(v) the i n i t i a l

velocity d is t r ibut ion of neutrals, and ignore parallel motion away from the
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sizes for barium injections as a function
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Fig. A-4
Simple analytical model of injection ignoring parallel-to-B motion of ions.

point of ionization, then the barium ion density at position r away from the
injection and time t after injection is

: e - t / T

t3
Nj(r,t) =~ =-f)dt (A-8)

Figure A-4 is the result of numerically integrating Eq. (A-8) for the distri-
bution, function [Eq. (A-3)], using parameters characteristic of a spherically

symmetric injection. This mode
drastically different from' the
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suggests a half-width of about 3 km, which is
20 km of Fig. A-3. Combining the intuition



afforded by Eq. (A-3) and the data of Fig. A-3, we have adopted the following

ad hoc model. We w i l l assume that the ions are distr ibuted along the magnetic

f i e l d with an e-folding length given by L = (vQ /2)t and across the magnetic

f i e l d with an e-folding length L. = VQT. This leads to

2z

NBQ(1 - e " t / T ) e V e V

N(r ,z , t ) = 5 i J . _ . ( A - 9 )
.43 vjtx [1 - eKt /T(l + t /O]

We res t r i c t t to less than 50 s, since the cloud expands parallel to the

B-f ield to a length of about 150 km and then remains f ixed. This yields the

density scale e,

We should point out that the predictions of Eq. (A-9) are in very good agree-
ment with our monte carlo program PTRACE, which predicts the evolution of
barium injections by following individual particle trajectories in a uniform
magnetic field in the presence of a gravitational potential, ignoring plasma
dynamics.

The initial injection velocity of the barium neutral atoms will be com-
posed of the velocity of the expanding shell and the center of mass motion of
the rocket at the time of injection. Table A-II lists the velocity of the
rocket for the three injections shown in Fig. 1. v^g is the component perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field. v))0 is the component parallel to the magnetic
field, and e is the angle between the field and the total velocity vector.

TABLE A-II

INJECTION PARAMETERS OF THE THREE EVENTS

v ± 0 , km/s ; v | i 0 , km/s e0, degrees

Event I 1.94
Event II 1.25
Event III .38

.75 111.69

.16 97.50

.85 24.31
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The gradient scale length will be evaluated by assuming that the v0 in
Eq. (A-3) may be approximated by simply adding 1 km/s to the value of v 0

shown in Table VI. The value of v0 in Eq. (A-3) will be the same.
Table A-III lists the values of e and p0 for the three events. An important
deduction of Eq. (A-10) is that the quantity ep0 (the ratio of the ion gyro-
radius and the scale length in the plasma) is independent of vQ and is given
by

- o = ^- • ( A - n >

_The_]._inear Instability Regime
The critical DCLC instability parameter is the ratio of the peak velocity

to the thermal velocity, 6. We assume that this thermal velocity is the same
vj that characterizes the original velocity spread in the neutral barium
distribution, that is Vj = .5 km/s.

Using the values listed in Table A-III for epQ and various values of 6, we
solved the DCLC linear theory. Figure A-2 shows the maximum growth rate ymax

as a function of 6 resulting from these calculations. The maximum value of y
occurs typically at a wavenumber

The parameters characterizing the three clouds are shown in Table A-IV.

TABLE A-III

INITIAL DCLC PARAMETERS OF THE THREE EVENTS

vQ, km/s p 0, km E, per km ep 0

Event I 2.94 .13 1.7xl(T2 2 3xlO"3

Event II 2.25 .10 2 2xlO~
2 2 3xlO"3

Event III 1.38 .06 3.6xlO-2 ^ 3
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TABLE A-IV

DERIVED DCLC PARAMETER OF THE THREE EVENTS

6 Tmax> Per s Amax' km

Event I 5.9 14 .27
Event II 4.5 11 .21
Event III 2.8 0 .13

Parameters for the Nonlinear Regime

The parameters ef, vqK, and x^ may also be calculated based on the data in

Table A-III; these results are listed in Table A-V.

The value T K = 2.0 x 10
7 s tells us that wave convection may be ignored as

a loss mechanism. There is also sufficient free energy in Event I to heat the

entire electron population to a temperature > 2 eV, though this is highly

unlikely.

TABLE A-V

NONLINEAR PARAMETERS OF THE THREE EVENTS

Event
Event
Event

I
II
III

REFERENCES

ef>

3
1.
.5
.8
.9

eV/particle V

2
2
1

gK> km/s

.9x10-6

.3x10"°

.4xlO"6

T

2
2
2

.OxlO7

.oxio;

.OxlO7
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